BRISBANE AIRPORT
TEMPORARY ARRIVAL ROUTE TO AVOID THE
WORLD PARACHUTING CHAMPIONSHIPS OVER
SOUTHPORT FROM 4 TO 13 OCTOBER 2018
Airservices will implement a temporary route to ensure aircraft arriving in to Brisbane Airport
remain clear of restricted airspace during the World Parachuting Championships over
Southport on the Gold Coast.
Elite parachutists from over 45 countries will compete in the championships. Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA) has placed temporary restrictions on the airspace around Southport during the
championships to ensure safety. The temporary route will direct aircraft arriving from the south to
Brisbane Airport to avoid that airspace.
On 14 October 2018, once the championships are completed, the temporary route will be removed and
arriving aircraft from the south will revert to existing flight paths into Brisbane Airport.

WHAT IS GOING TO CHANGE AND HOW?
Aircraft arriving into Brisbane Airport from the south will fly on the temporary routes shown
below during the period of the championships:

Figure 1: Proposed temporary arrival routes (yellow) from the south towards Brisbane Airport. The yellow circle defines the area of
restricted airspace to contain the parachuting activity over Southport.
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The proposed temporary routes are overlayed below on existing arrival tracks for a two month period.
Aircraft on the temporary routes will be above 9,000 ft.

Figure 2: Arrival flight tracks from 1 April to 31 May 2018 (red) and proposed temporary routes and restricted area around
Southport (yellow)

WILL THERE BE ANY CHANGE IN AIRCRAFT NOISE?
Residents in the Ferny Glen, Canungra, Benobble, and Wonglepong areas may notice new high level
concentrated overflight above 12,000ft by approximately 114 jets and 11 propeller aircraft arriving to
Brisbane Airport per day between 4 and 13 October 2018. Noise levels will be below 60dB(A) and are
not expected to be noticeable.
Residents in the Bannockburn, Windaroo, Mount Warren Park, Beenleigh, Eagleby, Carbrook,
Cornubia, and Mount Cotton areas may notice concentrated overflight between 10,000 and 12,000ft by
approximately 114 jets and 11 propeller aircraft arriving to Brisbane Airport per day between 4 and 13
October 2018. Noise levels will be below 60dB(A) and are not expected to be noticeable.
Residents in the Thornlands and Cleveland areas may notice concentrated overflight at around 9,000
and 10,000ft by approximately 114 jets and 11 propeller aircraft arriving to Brisbane Airport per day
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between 4 and 13 October 2018. Noise levels will be below 60dB(A) but may be noticeable, particularly
at night.

WHERE CAN I FIND FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE CHANGE?
Noise Complaints and Information Service (NCIS) on:
•

1800 802 584 (free call), an interpreter service is also available on 131 450

•

Our online form at: https://complaints.bksv.com/asa

•

Mail to Noise complaints and Information Service, PO BOX 211 Mascot NSW 1460.
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